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Introduction
Welcome to the second section of the Starting your small business course where you will
look at the relationships between businesses and customers and explore how a business
can attract, and more importantly keep customers. Once completed you will have the
opportunity to obtain the ‘Small business and marketing’ badge. This section will take
approximately three hours to complete.
In this section, you will:

l look at the customers, consumers and clients in your business
l look at the role of marketing in small businesses
l explore some basic marketing principles and different ways of communicating with

customers
l identifying target customers
l work out a suitable marketing approach for your business.

Figure 1 Starting your own small business handbook
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To help you along the way, there are a number of activities where you can reflect on what
you have been learning, and think about how you can apply these new skills and
knowledge in practice.

Introduction
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Learning Outcomes
By completing this section and the associated quiz, you will be able to:
l describe how a small business could use marketing to attract customers
l identify how social media links small businesses to their customers.



1 Customers, consumers and clients
Any business is totally reliant on the people or businesses who use and pay for the
products or services, even social enterprises require money to operate.
The customer:

l is the individual buying from an organisation
l can also be another organisation, for example, when a bookstore buys from a book

publisher
l could also be the consumer if the person or organisation uses what has been bought.

This is not the case with the bookstore: there the bookstore is the customer of the
publishing company and a person buying a book from the bookstore is likely to be the
consumer.

Figure 2 Who is the consumer?

Here are two simple examples that highlight the distinction:

l You choose, buy and eat an ice cream. Here you are the customer and consumer.
l Your child chooses and eats an ice cream but you pay for it. Here your child is the

consumer and you are the customer.

This short video from John Foster discusses why it is important to pay attention to
customers:

The term ‘client’ is generally associated with the provision of professional services (such
as accountancy and legal services). In these contexts, the specific service being provided
is normally discussed and agreed between client and provider. While the client has more
influence over the specification of the product or service being provided.

1 Customers, consumers and clients
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If we take the example of one of our case studies, Red Bush Brewery, the customers
could be the local shops purchasing the bottles of beer directly from the brewery. (To open
the case study in a new tab on a PC, hold down the Ctrl key when clicking.) Local people
entering the shop and purchasing the beer from the shop could then be classed as the
consumers. Imagine now that Red Bush breweries is approached by a hotel chain that
wants them to produce a special beer in hotel branded bottles. The hotel might discuss
the taste, size and ingredients in the beer. In this case the hotel is more of a client than a
customer.

Activity 1
Allow about 15 minutes

Consider the other mini case studies.
Can you identify the customers, consumers and clients for each of them?
Note your thoughts on this table and then click ‘save and reveal comment’ for some
suggestions.

Business Customer, client, consumer examples

Bike-a-lot Provide your answer...

JJ
Components

Provide your answer...

Mucky Pets Provide your answer...

Turn-it-round Provide your answer...

Comment

Business Customer, client, consumer examples

Bike-a-lot A person booking and paying lessons for themselves is a customer and
consumer.

Where a grandparent is booking lessons for a grandchild, the grandparent is
the customer and the grandchild a consumer.

An office manager arranging a bespoke ride out for members of staff for a
team building event could be considered to be a client, because he/she has
more input and control over the service they receive.

JJ
Components

A school ordering an off the shelf product for use with students is the
customer, with the students using the product being the consumers.

An IT specialist developing a system ordering a product to solve a given
problem might work with the business to develop the solution. The IT
specialist could be seen as a client.

Mucky Pets A dog owner ordering a wash and cut for their dog is the customer and
consumer, it may be pushing it a little to think of the dog as the consumer.

A dog breeder working with the groomer to develop a new style of cut for their
breed of dog that could be used in shows as a new registered breed
standard, could be considered a client.

1 Customers, consumers and clients
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Turn-it-round A prison education team arranging a standard training session for the
prisoners could be seen as the customer with the prisoners being the
consumers. The money could come from government or European Social
funds sources. So the government or European Union could be seen as the
customers as well.

An individual prisoner meeting with Turn-it-round staff and working with them
to develop an individualised plan of action might be considered a client.

It is useful for a business to know who their direct customer is and the relationship
between the customer and the final consumer. Since a business usually focuses their
communication with the customers who buy the products or services, this under-
standing helps to target the communication.
For example, if the customer is the final consumer, the communication will focus on the
value and benefits of the product. If the customer is not closely linked to the consumer,
such as in a shop situation, the communication to the customer might be focused on
cost, delivery and shelf life.

2 Buying behaviour
Try thinking about customers differently, rather than thinking about them ‘buying’ a
product or service, think about them ‘exchanging value’. Customers need to feel that the
value they receive is equal to or greater than the value they give.
Watch this short video, where this concept is discussed.

Consumers do not all make buying decisions in the same way. Depending on the type of
product being bought, consumers may or may not search for different amounts of
information on the product beforehand. Consumer behaviour is often explained according
to one of the following four types of behaviour:

l complex buying behaviour
l dissonance-reducing buying behaviour
l habitual buying behaviour
l variety-seeking buying behaviour.

Which kind of behaviour consumers engage in depends on how involved they are in a
particular purchase. This partly depends on their personality and partly on the kind of
purchase being made.

2 Buying behaviour
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Figure 3 Assael’s four types of buying behaviour

2.1 Complex buying behaviour

2 Buying behaviour
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Figure 4 Complex buying behaviour

l Characterised by high consumer involvement and significant differences between
brands.

l Tends to occur when a purchase is expensive, risky or purchased infrequently, or
when consumers use the product to express themselves.

l Happens rarely, examples include buying a:
l house or flat
l car
l specialised IT equipment
l wedding dress.

Figure 5 Buying a wedding dress is classed as complex buying

In this kind of buying behaviour, consumers are most likely to go through all or most of the
stages of the buyer decision process discussed next.

2 Buying behaviour
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2.2 Dissonance-reducing buying behaviour

Figure 6 Dissonance-reducing buying behaviour

l Consumers are highly involved in the purchase, but have difficulties determining the
differences between brands.

l ‘Dissonance’ can occur if consumers worry afterwards that they may have made the
wrong choice. Examples include:
l financial services products, such as insurance or investment

l Consumer will choose such products on the basis of price or convenience and then
seek further confirmation, after the purchase, that they made the right choice.

2 Buying behaviour
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Figure 7 Using recommendations and rankings for services and goods – dissonance-
reducing buying

2.3 Habitual buying behaviour

2 Buying behaviour
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Figure 8 Habitual buying behaviour

l Most frequently demonstrated type of buying behaviour.
l Consumers are not very involved in the purchase. Occurs when item is:

l bought very frequently
l does not cost much money
l perceived to have few significant differences between brands.

l Consumers tend to buy the same brand again and again out of habit, but if their
particular brand is not available, or if there is a good offer on a competing brand, they
may switch quite easily. Examples include:
l household detergents
l soap
l toothpaste.

This is the area where marketers often use promotions to entice consumers.

Figure 9 The same basket, week-in, week-out – habitual buying

2 Buying behaviour
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2.4 Variety-seeking buying behaviour

Figure 10 Variety-seeking buying behaviour

l Consumers perceive significant differences between brands but are not particularly
involved in the purchase.

l Many groceries fall into this category. Examples include:
l different types of biscuit
l bread
l ice-cream.

l Consumers often alternate between different brands for variety.

2 Buying behaviour
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Figure 11 Trying out a different coffee at the coffee shop – variety-seeking buying

Activity 2
Allow about 20 minutes

Consider the five mini case studies. (To open the case study in a new tab on a PC, hold
down the Ctrl key when clicking.) What sort of consumer buying behaviour would you
expect for each of them?
Complete the following table and then click ‘save and reveal comment’ for some
thoughts.

Business Expected consumer buying
behaviour

Explanation

Bike-a-lot Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

JJ
Components

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Mucky Pets Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

2 Buying behaviour
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Red Bush
Brewery

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Turn-it-round Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Comment

Business Expected consumer
buying behaviour

Explanation

Bike-a-lot Dissonance-reducing
buying behaviour

Learning to ride a motorcycle is an involved activity
and it can be expected that a learner would look for
options and recommendations before booking
lessons. Learners travel long distances to attend a
school with a good reputation.

JJ
Components

Complex buying
behaviour

Specialist components are likely to be sourced after
a significant number of meetings and possibly a
procurement process. Business purchases for
products are likely to fall into this category.

Mucky Pets Habitual buying
behaviour

Pet owners may try out a number of groomers, but
once they have one they trust, the regular purchase
becomes a habit.

Red Bush
Brewery

Variety-seeking
buying behaviour

The artisan nature of the beer and the fact it is
locally produced, makes the beer interesting.
Consumers are likely to try it for it’s novelty factor
first.

Turn-it-round Dissonance-reducing
buying behaviour

Consumers of this service are likely to have limited
choice in the services available but would compare
the limited choices and select the one with the best
record and reputation. This can be a big decision for
a prisoner and the opportunities to correct a wrong
choice are limited.

3 Marketing approaches
Marketing is based on thinking about the business in terms of customer needs and their
satisfaction. Marketing differs from selling because:

‘Selling concerns itself with the tricks and techniques of getting people to
exchange their cash for your product. It is not concerned with the values that
the exchange is all about. And it does not, as marketing invariable does, view
the entire business process as consisting of a tightly integrated effort to
discover, create, arouse and satisfy customer needs.’ (Levitt, 1960)

In other words, marketing has less to do with getting customers to pay for your product as
it does developing a demand for that product and fulfilling the customer's needs.

3 Marketing approaches
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In order to understand the nature of marketing it is helpful to consider marketing in a
number of different contexts. The basic principles of the marketing concept, i.e. the
importance of making customers central to the business’s marketing efforts, apply to
virtually all marketing contexts. However, at a slightly more detailed level, there are
differences between marketing to consumers and marketing to other organisations.

Figure 12 Marketing

Consumer marketing
A ‘consumer market’ refers to individuals and families who buy products and services for
their own consumption. This is distinct from business markets, which consist of
businesses (and other organisations) who buy goods and services in order to incorporate
them into their own production or other organisational processes. Consumer markets
therefore exclude all types of buying by organisations. Consumer marketing is perhaps
the kind of marketing that most people think of first, when they think of marketing.

Business-to-business marketing
This is where businesses sell to other organisations (not just other businesses, even
though that is what it is called). Purchases by organisations account for over half of all
economic activity in industrialised countries (Ellis, 2011), even if business-to-consumer
marketing is more visible to the general public. Typically, several organisations are
involved in producing every product or service sold to a consumer or end-user. An
example of this would be farmers selling milk to a dairy, the dairy processes the milk and
then sells it to the supermarket. We are starting to see innovations where the middle man
is being cut out.

3 Marketing approaches
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Social marketing
Social marketing is the idea that the tools of marketing can be applied to health and social
behaviours. Marketing techniques have been used to shift various behaviours such as
exercise, smoking, drinking and drug use (Hastings and Domegan, 2014).

Fundraising
Voluntary sector organisations that depend on donations to carry out their work
increasingly use marketing techniques for their fundraising activities. They may conduct
market research to find out what motivates those who support particular causes and how
best to reach them. And they increasingly provide techniques similar to ‘after sales
services’ to let donors know how their funds are being used and what is being achieved
with the money.

Activity 3
Allow about 10 minutes

Consider the five case studies and think about which of the forms of marketing you
could expect them to undertake based on these descriptions. (To open the case study
in a new tab on a PC, hold down the Ctrl key when clicking.)
Show your thoughts by writing the names of the businesses in the boxes below. You
should limit the businesses to a maximum of two types of marketing.

Type of marketing Business

Consumer marketing Provide your answer...

Business-to-business
marketing

Provide your answer...

Social marketing Provide your answer...

Fundraising Provide your answer...

Comment

Type of marketing Business

Consumer marketing Bike-a-lot, Mucky Pets, Red Bush Brewery

Business-to-business marketing JJ Components, Red Bush Brewery, Turn-it-round

Social marketing Bike-a-lot

Fundraising Turn-it-round

You may have chosen different boxes and that is fine. There is no correct answer here.
We have made a couple of reasonable assumptions. The key points from our
boxes are:

3 Marketing approaches
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l At least two of the businesses are not likely to focus on the consumers in their
marketing. JJ Components and Turn-it-round are not likely to gain business by
targeting the consumers directly. They would focus on the customers, who are
likely to be other businesses.

l We have suggested Bike-a-lot might under take social marketing with respect to
safe riding practices as part of a national campaign.

l We have made an assumption that Turn-it-round gets some money through
fundraising activities.

4 Communicating with customers
Businesses need to communicate with customers, Marketing is one term used for this
communication. A business essentially needs to give customers either:

l information about the product
l information about the business.

We will now look at five approaches to getting this information through:

l advertising
l sales promotions
l personal selling
l public relations
l e-commerce and m-commerce.

4 Communicating with customers
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4.1 Advertising

Figure 13 Local sandwich board advertising a takeaway shop

Advertising is carried out at a distance and communicates with a large number of people
through a paid media channel. These channels include television and radio, print media
such as newspapers or magazines, billboards, leaflet drops, cinema advertising, the
internet in the form of advertising banners and pop-ups on websites, sponsored links in
search engines, company presence in social media or targeted advertising through text
messages to mobile phones.
Online advertising has become an increasingly significant part of the advertising
landscape. Consider the popularity of the video sharing platform YouTube. Part of the
YouTube business model is to raise revenue through paid-for advertising. Companies can
pay for and use different online advertising formats. Display ads are placed next to the
video the consumer is trying to watch. In order to watch these videos, the consumer has to
click on them. Overlay ads are semi-transparent ads, often in the form of banners, which
appear in the lower 20% of the video the consumer is trying to watch. Skippable video ads
run before the consumer can watch their chosen video but can be skipped after five
seconds. Non-skippable video ads also play before the consumer’s chosen video but
cannot be skipped. By placing their advertisement next to or within particular video
content, advertisers can target specific consumer groups, e.g. those interested in
watching science fiction movies.

4 Communicating with customers
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4.2 Sales promotions

Figure 14 BOGOF sales approach to increase sales temporarily

‘Sales promotions’ try to create a temporary increase in sales by offering customers an
incentive to buy the product.
Money-based promotions – these are easy to implement and are very common (but
therefore don’t generate much excitement). They can give money back to people who
would have bought anyway and are expensive:

l cash-back (collect tokens to get refund)
l immediate price reductions at point of sale
l coupons issued online or in printed media.

Product-based promotions are less likely to ‘cheapen’ the product image:

l ‘X % extra free’
l ‘buy one, get one free’
l free samples
l ‘piggy-backing’ with another product: for example, putting a free pack of coffee

whitener with a pack of instant coffee.

Gift, prize or merchandise-based promotions:

l gifts in return for proof of purchase (toy received on presentation of a certain number
of labels from a product)

l loyalty schemes (the nectar card or stamping card where you get a free item after a
set number of visits or purchases)

l competitions or sweepstakes (buying a product entitles you to enter a prize draw).

Sales promotions are often used for lower value items. (If they were used for premium or
luxury brands they might ‘cheapen’ the brand image in consumers’ eyes.) They tend to

4 Communicating with customers
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work best as part of a bigger communications campaign, where advertising or public
relations activity builds the brand image and sales promotions encourage people to try the
product or otherwise boost short-term sales.

4.3 Personal selling
Personal selling can be a very powerful means of marketing, perhaps the most powerful a
business has at its disposal. A salesperson who talks personally to a potential customer,
finds out about their needs and can explain the benefits of the product, is more likely to be
successful in making a sale than any advertising, sales promotion or public relations that
the business could use instead. Customers also have the opportunity to ask direct
questions about the product. However, a sales force also tends to be the most expensive
marketing communications tool for a business. Personal selling is therefore mostly used
for expensive or highly technical products that need a lengthy decision-making process.

4.4 Public relations (PR)
Public relations (PR) is about creating a favourable image for the business. It often
involves creating and placing favourable news stories. Unlike advertising it is not paid for,
but newspapers or other print, television and online media present the story if they think it
is of sufficient interest to their audience. This also means that the journalists publicising
the story have the freedom to present it in their own way and put their own slant on it.
Public relations operate by a number of key routes, including word-of-mouth, press and
television news stories, and personal recommendation. Usually PR aims to put a positive
image of the business and its products into people’s minds and conversations. Good PR
can be more effective than advertising as it is free and thus saves on the promotional
budget; it is often more credible in the eyes of consumers and it is more likely to be read or
viewed as it is considered news rather than advertising.
One form of word-of-mouth via social media is the consumer ratings facility on hotel
booking websites, such as Trip Advisor. Here, consumers can give a particular hotel or
restaurant a rating between 1 and 5 stars and can also leave a comment about their
impressions of the facilities and the service provided there.

4 Communicating with customers
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4.5 E-commerce and m-commerce

Figure 15 M-commerce – mobile purchases and payments were approximately 40% of
all payments at the end of 2015

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) and mobile commerce (m-commerce) – using the
internet and mobile devices or smartphones to do business – are increasingly featured in
business today.
Although e-commerce still only represents a relatively small proportion of the world's
entire business its importance is growing for many organisations. In 2014 the number of
people worldwide who owned a mobile phone for the first time, exceeded the number of
people who had access to a desktop computer (ComScore, 2014, cited in Smart
Insights, 2015). These channels have enabled the direct distribution of goods and
services as companies are able to contact consumers directly via their computers, mobile
devices or smartphones.
The ways in which companies conduct their business through e-commerce or m-
commerce reflects on their brands; internet-based interactions with consumers are not
simply functional transactions, but marketing communications that influence consumers’
perceptions, trust and relationship with companies and their brands. In many cases,
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internet-based interactions between businesses and consumers replace or supplement
the in-store experience.
As well as building long-term relationships with existing customers, businesses need to
ensure that potential customers can find them easily online. When consumers use a
search engine to seek particular goods or services, where a company appears in the
results listing is likely to determine whether or not its website is viewed. How many times
have you read to page three or four in the listings on a Google search? Search engine
optimisation (SEO) ‘is the process of improving the visibility of a website/web page via
unpaid search results’ (Bell Media, 2016). It involves considering how search engines
operate and which search engines and search terms target consumers use. Prices can be
set by price per click or price per view. This can end up being expensive.

Activity 4
Allow about 10 minutes

Consider the websites of two businesses from which you have purchased something:
one you remember as a positive experience and one you remember as a negative
experience. Think about the ways in which the site designs affected your experience
as a customer and how the companies’ brands are communicated through the
websites.

Comment
As so often, your answer will depend on the websites you chose to look at. You might
have noted whether the website was easy to find, whether the products you were
interested in were shown upfront or whether you had to click through several linked
pages to find them.
You might also have considered how good the product choice was and how easy it
was to compare the different products, and whether the price and the delivery
conditions were right for you.
Your impression was perhaps also influenced by how easy it was to use the site. Most
consumers greatly prefer websites that: make sense, are easy to use and include
search facilities within the website.

4 Communicating with customers
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5 Social media in marketing

Figure 16 The Open University’s social media site

You are likely to have at least some idea of what social media and social networking
websites are and what they do.
Social media has been defined as follows:

‘Websites and applications that enable users to create and share content or to
participate in social networking.’ (Oxford Dictionary, 2016).

5 Social media in marketing
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Some examples of social media you may be familiar with are:

l Facebook
l Instagram
l LinkedIn
l TripAdvisor
l YouTube
l Twitter.

When trying to understand how social media can transform marketing practices, it is
useful to start by looking at how consumers use social media. Consumers of different
ages, with different social backgrounds and different income levels will use social media in
different ways. For a business to be able to target the correct consumers, it will need to
understand their behaviour. A small business owner could look for the groups and
discussions that are most relevant to the customers most likely to be interested in the
product or service (referred to as segmentation in the marketing world) and then focus the
effort on these groups (this is commonly referred to as targeting). The idea is to get the
most out of the effort used.
You have already learned that marketing can be a two-way process, where consumers
play an active part in using products, interpreting and passing on marketing
communications, and influencing marketers' actions through their preferences, gathered
by marketers through marketing information systems. Digital technology has given
consumers an even more active role in certain aspects of marketing.

5.1 Responding to customer use of social media
Social media may be used by both organisations and consumers for listening, gathering
information and communicating, and plays an increasingly influential role in consumer
decision-making and behaviour.

Figure 17 Surveys provide valuable feedback
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Discussion forums on social media have increased the range of opinions available to
consumers about products; rather than just taking account of family and friends’
experiences, consumers are now able to take into account product reviews from large
numbers of other consumers online. Such sources of information are particularly powerful
when an offering is high involvement, expensive or difficult to assess before purchase, for
example, in the case of a holiday or a visit to a restaurant. Consumers vary in their level of
engagement with digital technology, according to their personality, demographic
characteristics, geographic location and economic status. Even if you do not use social
media, you may still have consulted online reviews of books or hotels before purchasing
or booking them to reduce the perceived risk involved in buying in situations where it is
difficult to evaluate an offering before purchase.
Much of the content on social media is, of course, generated by their users. From the
point of view of marketing, social media provides consumers with the opportunity to be
creative participants in the marketing process, to varying degrees.

Activity 5
Allow about 15 minutes

Consider a time when a service or product fell short of your expectations.
What was your reaction to this?
Looking at this diagram where does your experience fit?
Now consider the other responses here, think of different examples that could be put in
these boxes:

5 Social media in marketing
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Figure 18 Social media impact of supplier failing to meet customer expectations
(adapted from Grégorie et al., 2015)

This model looks at various responses by a consumer to a service failure. With the
level of technology most people have access to, it is rare that when we feel we have
received poor service we do nothing.
From a business point of view, the best thing we can do is let them know so that they
can take action – ‘direct complaint’.
Businesses value the opportunity to publically correct and error – ‘boasting’.
Obviously they would rather the error was not made public, but that is becoming
increasingly rare – ‘do nothing’.
A business is powerless to react to a failure if they do not know about it and it is
damaging if consumers complain about the business but do not give them the
opportunity to correct the failure – ‘bad-mouthing’.
It is important that a business addresses the failure once it finds out about it. If they do
not this leads to a compounded failure.
Consider some of the consumer programmes you may have seen. These programmes
exist on the basis of the failure to resolve the complaint. This could be seen as an
extreme version of others getting involved and may even contain negative publicity –
‘spite’.

5 Social media in marketing
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Where a business is in competition with other businesses, then the failures could
present the competition with material they can use to further their own ends. Consider
some of the political campaigns in the USA and increasingly in the UK.

Comment
Social media has made giving feedback and comment very easy, this is encouraging
people to share thoughts and experiences.
The ‘instant’ nature of feedback through social media can be both a blessing and a
curse to businesses. The blessing is that the business has an opportunity to quickly
resolve issues and keep customers. The curse is that the unhappy customers are
more likely to complain and any failure to resolve the complaint will escalate.
Have you ever seen a variation of this comment in a café or restaurant?

‘If you enjoyed your meal- tell your friends. If you didn’t – tell us’.

This is perhaps the essence of how businesses would like social media to work for
them.
Whether or not you have given negative feedback yourself, it is hard to believe that you
are not aware of someone you know who has.

5.2 Using social media
There is a variety of online media, but these can be broadly categorised into three types
(Corcoran, 2009):

1 owned media (for example, an organisation’s website)
2 paid media (for example, sponsorship and advertising)
3 earned media (for example, word-of-mouth (WOM) and viral)

Table 1 Categories of online media

Media

type

Definition Examples The role Benefits Challenges

Owned

media

Channel a
brand

controls

l Website
l Mobile site
l Blog
l Twitter ac-

count

Build for long-
term
relationships
with existing
potential
customers
and earned
media

l Control
l Cost effi-

ciency
l Longevity
l Versatility
l Niche

audiences

l No guar-
antees

l Company
communi-
cation not
trusted

l Takes time
to scale

l Visibility
on search
engines

5 Social media in marketing
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Paid

media

Brand
pays to

leverage a

channel

l Display
ads

l Paid
search

l Sponsor-
ship

Shift from
foundation to
a catalyst that
feeds owned
and creates
earned media

l In demand
l Immediacy
l Scale
l Control

l Clutter
l Declining
l Poor cred-

ibility

Earned

media

When
customers

become the

channel.

l Word of
mouth

l Buzz
l Viral.

Listen and

respond
earned

media is of-
ten the

result of well-

coordinated

owned and
paid media.

l Most cred-
ible

l Key role in
most sales

l Transpar-
ent and
lives on.

l No control
l Can be

negative
l Scale
l Hard to

measure.

(Corcoran, 2009)

Listen to the first three minutes of this ten-minute audio where A.J. Leon gives examples
of businesses successfully using social media to sell.

Video content is not available in this format.

Activity 6
Allow about 15 minutes

Now consider the role of social media possibilities for one of the case studies, Bike-
a-lot.
Make notes in the following table for each type of media. Then click on ‘save and
reveal comment’ to view our thoughts.

Owned
media

Provide your answer...

Paid media Provide your answer...

Earned
media

Provide your answer...

Comment
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Owned
media

Bike-a-lot could have a website giving detailed information on the services
provided and take enquiries and bookings over the internet. Endorsements
and recommendations from past customers can be included on the site.

Bike-a-lot could run a Facebook page sharing successes and announcing
events and keeping riders up to date with news and legislation.

The page could promote good places to ride and recommendations for new
products.

Past customers could be encouraged to share photographs of their
experiences once they completed their training.

Bike-a-lot should be aware that visitors to their own sites are likely to have a
certain level of scepticism regarding the content. Information on the owned
media must be easy to navigate, accurate and up to date.

Paid media Bike-a-lot could pay to be listed on local business websites and for advertising
on specific motorcycling websites. Motorcycle selling sites could be a suitable
place to be represented.

The objective of using paid media is to allow potential customers searching for
motorcycle training to include Bike-a-lot as one of the options. The budget is
likely to be quite small and would mainly state the services offered and direct
the enquirers to the owned media.

Earned
media

There are no guaranteed methods of generating positive earned media. Bike-
a-lot could be featured on some of the many trade review sites that exist.
Feedback from these sites are used more commonly by customers in their
searches.

Exposure to public events where incidental mentions of the business helps to
raise awareness is desirable.

6 Working with customers
Having explored the different ways to attract customers we will now look at how a
business tackles the way it wants to approach its customers. We will look at the key
questions to ask and use two of the case studies to demonstrate how the choice is made.
The key questions are:

1 Who is the customer?
2 What is the buying behaviour of the customer?
3 What type of marketing should be used?
4 How will the customers be attracted?
5 What forms of social media are appropriate?
6 How can feedback be used to promote the products?

Continuing to look at Bike-a-lot first:

Key
question

Answers Implications
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Who is the
customer?

The customer may be the trainee or a
sponsor of the trainee, possibly a
parent.

Bike-a-lot will engage closely with
consumers and if the customers are
not the consumers, then the
relationship between customer and
consumer is likely to be very close.

What is the
buying
behaviour of
the
customer?

This is likely to be dissonance buying
behaviour where customers are buying
a relatively low cost service but want to
be certain they are getting the best
value.

Customers are likely to be swayed
significantly by comments and
feedback from others.

Personal recommendation is likely to
play a big part.

What type of
marketing
should be
used?

This is consumer marketing but may
include some social marketing.

Bike-a-lot needs to appeal directly to
the consumer, presenting information
clearly. The social marketing could be
part of national campaigns, raising
awareness in general and not directed
at the local consumer. Social marketing
may result in a degree of ‘earned social
media’.

How will the
customers
be attracted?

Advertising to raise local awareness,
some sales promotion and e-
commerce.

Customers need to know that the
school exists and so the school needs
to be visible. Customers are likely to
want to gain information and make
bookings easily. The business cannot
accommodate a full time sales person
so e-commerce is essential. PR events
such as school and college
experiences would raise awareness.
Promotions such as discounts for
further training or family members
could attract loyalty and free taster
sessions could remove some of the
risk for customers who are undecided
on the product or the supplier.

What forms
of social
media are
appropriate?

A Facebook and LinkedIn account to
raise the profile of the school. The
website is a key point of contact and
the social media of consumers is
desirable.

The Bike-a-lot website could be used
to convey information to future and
previous consumers. Information on
social events, changes in the law and
reviews of equipment could give
previous consumers a reason to revisit
the site. Encouraging consumers to
share information about their
experience on the website or their own
social media could be helpful.

How can
feedback be
used to
promote the
products?

Comments or a ‘stars’ system on the
Bike-a-lot website. Registering for a
trader rating site.

A feedback section on the website
could be included but this carries the
possibility of negative feedback.

For consumers to trust the ratings they
need to feel the posts are genuine and
unedited. Negative feedback should be
responded to and not deleted.

Summary Bike-a-lot provides a service that consumers may use several times but not
frequently. A positive experience of training should encourage personal
recommendations to family and friends generating a significant amount of business
through social media. For potential customers with no direct social links the aim is
to raise awareness through PR activities and advertising the name.
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Activity 7
Allow about 15 minutes

Having reviewed the questions for Bike-a-lot, you will now answer the same questions
for Red Bush Brewery.
Complete the table below and then click ‘save and reveal comment’ for some
suggested answers.

Key
question

Answers Implications

Who is the
customer?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

What is the
buying
behaviour of
the
customer?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

What type of
marketing
should be
used?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

How will the
customers
be attracted?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

What forms
of social
media are
appropriate?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

How can
feedback be
used to
promote the
products?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Summary Provide your answer...

Comment

Key
question

Answers Implications

Who is the
customer?

The customer is likely to be local
shops, cafés or pubs. Customers at
farmers’ markets or via the internet
are also likely to be the consumers.

Two distinct forms of marketing
required to attract businesses and
individual consumers.

What is the
buying
behaviour of
the
customer?

This is likely to be variety-seeking
from both shops and consumers.

Whilst the hope is to get consumers
buying the product out of habit, it is
more likely that the specialist beer
will be purchased for its unusual
qualities. So these will need to be
emphasised in the marketing.
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What type of
marketing
should be
used?

There will be an element of business-
to-business and consumer
marketing.

For local shops to purchase the beer
they will need to have a level of
confidence that it will sell. Marketing
will be directed at reducing risk and
ensuring demand.

For the consumer marketing it is the
concept that they are purchasing
something special.

How will the
customers
be attracted?

Personal selling to the local shops.

Farmers markets with distinctive
branding.

Use local news to emphasise the
benefits of locally produced quality
beer.

Online offers through the brewery
website.

Because the product is likely to be
bought as an alternative experience,
there are two tasks. Attract
consumers in the first place and then
to give them a reason for a repeat
purchase.

Emphasising the beer properties can
attract the initial purchase through
the novelty factor. For repeat pur-
chases the product quality must be
correct and consumers may be at-
tracted by multi-purchase offers. Use
of farmers markets could raise de-
mand for local shops.

What forms
of social
media are
appropriate?

The brewery website can give
information on the brewing process.

Supporting or sponsoring local
events or fetes could raise local
interest.

Taking part in local real ale events
could raise awareness.

As an unusual local business, Red
Bush Brewery could generate news
stories based on local produce and
local producers.

Brewery experiences can attract in-
terest and linked to the website
generate sales.

A competition based on how far the
beer travels could be run where
consumers send photographs show-
ing where they have drank the beer.
Prizes could be awarded for the
furthest travelled or most extreme
location.

How can
feedback be
used to
promote the
products?

Comments or a ‘stars’ system on the
web site looking at the different
beers.

The brewery could use the rating
system to help with production plans
or to start a social media discussion.

Summary The Red Bush Brewery product is competing with a broad range of generic and
similar products. It needs to build on the whole beer experience and involve the
consumer in the experience otherwise alternatives will be purchased from a
discount supermarket. The unique aspect of the beer is the local production and
local experience, Red Bush Brewery need to bring this clearly into their
interactions with the consumer. Selling to local shops will depend on demand,
so the personal selling approach will be supported by consumers requesting
the product.
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7 Your customers

Figure 19 Applying your learning

You may now like to take the ideas discussed so far and link them to your own business
idea. You can do this through two activities:

l Activity 8: Create your own business case study in a similar format to the example
case studies.

l Activity 9: Answer the questions for the case study you created.
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Activity 8
Allow about 10 minutes

Creating your own personal case study
Complete the case study information for a business you; have recently started, are
thinking of starting or have knowledge of through friends or family.

Name of business Provide your answer...

Brief description of business
and its objectives

Provide your answer...

Staffing of business Provide your answer...

Business assets Provide your answer...

Essential skills Provide your answer...

Mandatory licences or
insurance arrangements

Provide your answer...

Expected turnover for year 1,
year 2 and year 3

Provide your answer...

To get the most out of this course we encourage you to keep notes on the ideas you have
and the activities you complete. These notes could be very useful as you move your
business idea.
This particular activity is also used in the other sections of this course and may have
already been completed. It is suggested that you use the same ideas for each section,
though you may wish to change or develop your ideas as you go through the different
sections.

Activity 9
Allow about 20 minutes

Use the personal case study you have developed to answer the questions and suggest
how you might approach your customers.

Key
question

Answers Implications

Who is the
customer?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

What is the
buying
behaviour of
the
customer?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...
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What type of
marketing
should be
used?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

How will the
customers
be attracted?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

What forms
of social
media are
appropriate?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

How can
feedback be
used to
promote the
products or
services?

Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Summary Provide your answer...

8 Personal reflection
Having completed this section we suggest you take a few minutes to reflect on what you
have learned so far. You may want to save your answers in this activity (and others in this
section) in a separate document for use after the course.

Activity 10
Allow about 10 minutes

Note down your thoughts on the following questions:
What do I now know about starting up a business that I did not know before
starting this section?

Provide your answer...

What things did I already know but have been confirmed through this section?

Provide your answer...

What will I now do as a result of studying this section?

Provide your answer...
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9 What you have learned in this section

l Customers are the life blood of any business.
l Customers may also be clients and consumers.
l It is important for a business to know who the customers are, where they are and

how they decide on what they buy.
l There are different forms of marketing available, some paid and some unpaid.

Businesses need to use the most effective form of marketing for their businesses.
l Social media allows customers to give instant feedback, both good and bad.

Businesses need to figure out how to use these feedback, even complaints, for the
good.

Section 2 quiz
Well done, you have now reached the end of Section 2 of Starting your small business ,
and it is time to attempt the assessment questions. This is designed to be a fun activity to
help consolidate your learning.
There are only five questions, and if you get at least four correct answers you will be able
to download your badge for the ‘Small business and marketing’ section (plus you get more
than one try!).

l I would like to try the Section 2 quiz to get my badge.

If you are studying this course using one of the alternative formats, please note that you
will need to go online to take this quiz.

I’ve finished this section. What next?
You can now choose to move on to Section 3, Small business responsibilities, or to
one of the other sections so you can continue collecting your badges.
If you feel that you’ve now got what you need from the course and don’t wish to attempt
the quiz or continue collecting your badges, please visit the Taking my learning further
section, where you can reflect on what you have learned and find suggestions of further
learning opportunities.
We would love to know what you thought of the course and how you plan to use what you
have learned. Your feedback is anonymous and will help us to improve our offer.

l Take our Open University end-of-course survey.
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Glossary
client
A client is a customer who is buying bespoke advice, solutions or a professional service
rather than a standard product or service.

consumer
The consumer ultimately uses the product or service.

customer
Customers are the individuals or businesses purchasing products or services from the
business. A customer could also be a client and consumer.
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